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Supply chain finance is a special mode for commercial finance. It combines 
financial capitals with real economy, and builds an industrial ecology of mutual 
benefits and sustainable development for banks, core enterprises, upstream and 
downstream chain companies. Its advantage of highly market integration and 
adaptability is more and more valued by commercial banks. Therefore, it has become 
a valuable acting point and breakthrough point for banks’ operational transformation. 
However, nowadays supply chain financing products face more and more 
homogeneous features. Market competition is growing. Either big state-owned banks 
or joint-stock commercial banks, as well as regional banks are eager to build their 
product advantages by procedure reforming, brand innovation, fortune management 
and so on.  
Following systems engineering and top-level design - theories of Scientific 
Outlook on Development, this thesis introduces the status and features of supply chain 
finance, analyzes its business advantages and points out its bottleneck. At the same 
time, several commercial banks of different scale are pointed out by analyzing their 
respective product strategy and advantages/disadvantages. This thesis lays emphasis 
on commercial banks’ supply chain finance study, including its rapid development 
and the obstacles. The research also focuses on how to innovate under the 
circumstance of competition, how to explore clients and market/product penetration, 
how to improve the products to get market opportunities. 
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